
1. Subject: Tourist Traffic Services 
2. Type of course: class contact and field trips 
3. Form of completion the course: credit for the course (with mark) 
4. Semester: summer 
5. The number of classes: 20 hours (14 hours class contact and 6 hours filed trip – training trip: the vicinity 
of Kraków) 
6. Programme:  
(1) Factors and directions of tourist traffic development.  
(2) Individual determinants of trips 
(3) Types and forms of handling tourist traffic at different stages of the journey 
(4) Legal aspects of tourist traffic services. 
(5) Types of tourist events  
(6) The rules of organizing different kind of trips (in inbound and outbound tourism). Programming, 
calculation, sample of documents 
 (7) Touroperator, travel agent. 
(8) Rules and ways of giving the tourist information.  
(9) Guiding. Working with a tourist group.  
(10) Accommodation and catering facilities.  
(11) Transport in tourism 
 
7. Effects of education: 
a/ knowledge: student 
 has a basic knowledge of tourist traffic development and individual determinants of trips 
 is familiar with the basic mechanisms of functioning of the tourist group 
  knows the rules regarding the functioning of tourist service units 
b/skills: student 
 is able to plan, organize and lead the different kind of trips/events (in inbound and outbound tourism) 
 can speak on the results of their own actions and thoughts 
 performs basic tasks related to the operation of tourists on different stages of the tourist journey 
  is prepared to conduct, program and execute various types of tourist events and to present a tourist 
attraction 
c/social competences: student 
 can properly identify priorities for the implementation of specific task  
 perform her/his work reliably, especially working within complex projects taking into account the safety 
rules.  
 
8. Determination of first degree qualification: 
Student ought to understand specific features of youth and children tourism and its practical importance. 
He/she should know the rules of creating the tourism products directed to different kind of trips/events 
 
9. Department realising the subject: Department of Tourism and Recreation / Section of Tourist Traffic 
Services 
10. Lecturer: dr Iwona Dominek 
11. The condition of holding the classes: the separate group in English 
12. Proposed numbers of ECTS points: 4 points 
13. The cost of field trip (the vicinity of Kraków) – max. 13 euro/person 
 
 


